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YOU WOULD THINK
Wouldn’t you, that people like
Richard Dawkins, who bills his
personal website as an “oasis
of reason” would look a bit
deeper into the political climate
of China, and realise that his
published article about the
extinction of the White Dolphin
of Tibet is not merely an
accident of nature, nor wholly
due to the pollution of river
habitats in China and Tibet but the “extinction” of this
creature which swam the rivers
of the Himalayas for Twenty
Million Years is actually an
assassination. You see Mr
Dawkins, “reason” is merely a
process - by which mankind
reaches judgement. A Reason
in itself is a non physical noun
which can only be trusted if the
data which fuelled your reason
is complete and accurate.
Also, Reason in itself is a
pointless exercise if one never
commits oneself to a final
judgement. My judgement on
the issue of the White Dolphin
of Tibet is that we are dealing
with nothing less than the
MURDER of a species - a
dolphin whose very appearance
in the rivers of Tibet was seen
as a blessing to those who
witnessed it.
The systematic, cruel
extermination of the white
dolphin is just one part of a
complex campaign of political,
spiritual and ethnic cleansing
perpetrated against not only the
people of Tibet - but also it’s
most alluring and magical
animal - the White Dolphin...

An Article Proving
Beyond All Doubt That
An Evil Destructive
Force Broods Within
The
Chinese Government

Twenty Million Years of evolution has come to a sickening end.
I want you to picture for just one moment the lost serenity of the pastoral Buddhist

Twenty Million Years of evolution has come to a sickening end.
I want you to picture for just one moment the lost serenity of the pastoral Buddhist
communities which populated the high plains and valleys of the Himalayas - a land
where the monasteries provided the medical clinics, libraries and centres of teaching for
the quiet people in the country we know as Tibet.
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The ORINOCO DOLPHIN
of the AMAZON: A close
cousin to the White
Dolphin of Tibet is the
Freshwater Orinoco
Dolphin of the Amazon Whose Natural Habitat is
Being Systematically
Destroyed

Between the snow capped mountains, rivulets of melted ice form little streams and
these in turn fill glass perfect lakes, reflected into which the highest mountains on the
face of planet Earth stand gloriously against a deep purple-blue sky. Murmerings of
monks in meditation and the bustle of nuns caring for the farm animals, fluffy temple
dogs, and children punctuate the soothing blanket of sounds created by the wind
rustling through giant rhodadendron bushes. In the distance, breaking the surface of
one of these magical high altitide lakes, the long white nose of a truly magical creature
comes into view as it silently and effortlessly cavorts and swims in the pure snowmelted water.
This engaging scene was how some mornings were spent - a lucky lama - perhaps an
apprentice at one of the hundreds of grand monasteries in Tibet - may be blessed with
a tantalizing view of the world's most specially evolved and mystical mammal - the
White Fresh Water Dolphin of the Himalayas.
The White Dolphin - a small, almost blind, but incredibly agile and serene water
mammal - was one of the most sacred symbols of this quiet land.
Evolving over a period of 20,000,000 million years, the White Dolphin of Tibet has two
cousin sub-species of similar appearance - one swimming in the holy waters of the
Ganges river, and the other cruising the warm torrents of the Amazon.
If ever you wanted an example of a highly sensitive, super-intelligent animal, then you
can look no further than the White Dolphin of Tibet. Using a form of biological radar the White Dolphin located it's food and rummaged the sub-aqua undergrowth with it!s
elongated snout and ultra high frequency inbred sonar. So little is known about this
marvelous mammal that there is almost nothing else I can tell you about it - apart from
the fact that to view it in the flesh was known to fill your heart with joy.
I first saw the White Dolphin in a documentary twenty years ago broadcast by the
British Channel 4 Television station. This small dolphin immediately captivated my
attention as I saw a hapless and wonderful specimen being man-handled, terrorized
and netted out of a Chinese river and unceremoniously dumped into a grey body bag.
In the 1950s, shortly after Tibet was illegally invaded by China, an accurate estimate
provided by Chinese scholars put the White Dolphin population at 6,000. Then, starting
in the 1980s, these marvelously rare creatures were rounded up by the Communist
Chinese Government... and Tibet lost one of it!s most alluring and fascinating mascots.
In 2006, a photo of a dead specimen - a beautiful silver-blue white dolphin surfaced on
the internet, displayed in front of cameras with a group of chinese scholars huddled in
the background - one of the women has a leering grin. For this, as the Chinese
Government have indicated, is the LAST white dolphin to have lived... I subsequently
had that photo stolen from my archives - it was stored on a portable drive stolen by a
member of Aleister Crowley!s OTO secret society. This year, 2009, I have spent
several days searching the internet for the same photo and have not been able to find
it. The website which was run by the Chinese Government program which “studied” the
White Dolphin during 2006 has closed down. Nearly all references to this amazing
mammal have been changed to read “The Chinese White Dolphin”, or “The Yangtze
River Dolphin” - clearly, the recent acquisitions of Chinese search engines by
corporations such as Google has resulted in a kind of textural “cleansing” taking place and the memory of the gracious White Dolphin of Tibet - known affectionately as the
“Baiji” - is all but forgotten by the West.
The forced extinction of the white dolphin is the first time for fifty years that a large
aquatic mammal has been erased from the species register. So, what did the many
“green” and eco-friendly agencies do to protect the White Dolphin? What did the
Worldwide Fund for Nature do? Good question...
The Worldwide Fund for Nature WWF, whose most high profile patron has famously
been the Duke of Edinburgh - a German from the Schleisweg-Holstein-SonderburgGlucksburg family, part of the Battenberg elite - a family who enjoy killing animals for
pleasure - were totally unable to save the White Dolphin of Tibet.
The Duke's family is German - the Duke!s sister married a prominent NAZI - and it is
interesting that history has brought Nazis and Tibet together in the past...

Dressed in crisp jet black NAZI SS uniforms, Grupenfhurers and German mountaineers
swarmed into Tibet sixty-five years ago, recruiting a group of black magicians - the
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Dressed in crisp jet black NAZI SS uniforms, Grupenfhurers and German mountaineers
swarmed into Tibet sixty-five years ago, recruiting a group of black magicians - the
Black Yogis - who were taken back to NAZI Germany so that they could train senior
NAZIs in the art of Reincarnation - enabling the despotic, tyrannical, serial killing regime
of Hitler and the American-Germanic elite families who funded the Third Reich to
continue their evil atrocities in future lives. This is no conspiracy theory. The diaries of
senior Nazis described soirees in Berlin where these Tibetan black magicians were
guests of honour.
How interesting it s then, to ponder that a symbol associated with White Magic of the
Himalayas is... The White Dolphin of Tibet.
How odd that internationally recognized institutions such as SEAWORLD and other
aquariums who are successful at breeding dolphins were not recruited by the Duke!s
WWF to save the White Dolphin of Tibet. Whilst Pandas are regularly trafficked across
the world as gifts from the Chinese Government, and a Panda is used as the emblem of
the WWF, the White Dolphin - a mammal - just the same as the Panda - is relegated to
the rubbish tip of evolution... Rounded up... and Exterminated.
You see, to understand why the White Dolphin of Tibet has been assassinated, one
must look beneath the sheets of some very odd bedfellows. Back in the 1950s, the
British government and the United States of America completely ignored the letters
requesting assistance from the young Dalai Lama when the borders of Tibet, a peaceful
theocracy, a country which had never aggressively attacked any neighboring country,
was illegally occupied by communist Chinese forces. From the 1950s onwards, the
United States of America has been unwilling to respect the rights of the Tibetan people.
In fact, the last administration, headed by George W. Bush, who was, in part, remotely
controlled by his father, proclaimed China as “America!s Most Favoured Nation”.
I find the decision to offer respect and accolades and state-funded lavish banquets to
Communist Chinese officials quite utterly repulsive. All the world knows that Tibet has
been purged of it!s actual traditions and it!s culture have been destroyed by China. And
to see the Bush administration warmly shaking the hands of Chinese ministers, whilst at
the same time refusing to give an Oval Office audience to the Dalai Lama - is one of the
clearest indications that we are seeing two of the world!s most evil geo-political cabals
collaborate in the genocide of Tibetans. Tyrannical behaviour and genocide are of
course part of the history of the Bush family - Prescot Bush - the grandpappy of GW
Bush, through his ties with the Union Banking Corporation, actually assisted NAZIs in
getting loans from American financiers and banks.
Conspiracy Theory? Oh dear, Mr Dawkins, you really should have read Fritz Thyssen!s
memoirs entitled I Paid Hitler. Fritz Thyssen is VERY good friends with NAZIs and the
BUSH family. For 40 years, George W Bush has been a sworn Knight of Eulogia, a
member of the super-elite Skull & Bones secret society. Inside the S&B there is an
inner circle of members who act independently - a kind of secret society inside another
secret society - this elite group of “Bonesmen” are called Cell D115. Some members of
Cell D115 were working for Wall Street financiers in Manhattan, who, amazingly, gave
vast loans to fund Hitler and Himmler's occult crusade in the Himalayas - with American
dollars under their belt, the NAZIs scoured the Himalayas and studied the magical texts
and doctrines of the vast occult libraries in Lhasa and other Tibetan townships. At this
point, the leeching and strangulation of Tibetan culture began...

This was the start of a crusade to erase Tibet from the map - once the NAZIs had
recruited their posse of black magicians and installed them in baracks in Berlin, the war
suddenly came to a close, within a few years, the Chinese army flooded across Tibetan
borders and forced the Dalai Lama to flee. Between the prying, insistent “racial
investigations” of the NAZIs, and the Imperialist ambitions of the wicked communists,
the Tibetan people have barely had time to catch their breath, as their people, their
libraries, their religions, their cultures, their schools and even their most exotic animals
are systematically eradicated from the surface of planet Earth.
It is against this turbulent and complex geo-political backdrop, that the little White
Dolphin was targeted for extinction.
The White Dolphin was perhaps the most magical and unique emblem of Tibetan
culture. An animal whose pure intelligence and wonderful appearance truly placed it in
the realm which stands between the physical and spiritual worlds. According to Horace
Dobbs, who wrote the book DANCE TO A DOLPHIN’S SONG, children suffering from
terminal cancer and other serious disease can be miraculously healed just by
swimming in the water next to a dolphin.

terminal cancer and other serious disease can be miraculously healed just by
swimming in the water next to a dolphin.
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Now, in 2009, totally ignored by the mainstream media, the Communist Chinese
Government have issued a statement which implies that the white dolphin of Tibet has
become extinct. The last survey reported no specimens present in any of the fresh
water rivers flowing from the East China seas to the mountainous regions bordering
Tibet.
How was this mass genocide against the white dolphin orchestrated? How can you
thoroughly kill off an entire species of an animal which was famed for it's elusive
nature? Simple. Since the 1980s, the Chinese government have been dumping radioactive waste materials in Tibet. Known to leech into the fresh water table, radio-active
trace elements can have a devastating effect on wildlife - especially an animal so
attuned and sensitive to the fragile eco-systems of the mountain streams such as the
white dolphin.
Here, perhaps we see the crowning glory - a black barbed crown of death - capping off
sixty-five years of inhumane cruelty managed and orchestrated by America's Most
Favoured Nation - Communist China. Tibet has lost one of it!s most hauntingly
fascinating creatures... Along with, of course, several Heads of State...
We all know the Dalai Lama. But what of the other leaders? Well, the senior heads of
government in Tibet are also reincarnated and often take office at a young age. Just a
few years ago, the Chinese government kidnapped the young Panchen Lama and
paraded an imposter child in his place.
Approximately at the same time of the kidnapping of Tibet!s second most important
leader, the Chinese government shot in cold blood hundreds of students who staged an
unarmed pacifist campaign for democracy in Tianamen Square. Only a handful of
politicians worldwide spoke out against the heinous murder of unarmed students in
Tianamen Square. Millions of people watched the news reports of the young man
stopping a tank with sheer power of the will and a bandana. For the most part, the
global media coverage of the massacre of children at Tianamen Square held up pretty
well - the vast numbers of students machine gunned by Chinese troops took several
months to leak out. The planned state visits of the Chinese prime minister to
Buckingham Palace and Washington were not postponed nor cancelled.
In fact, from the Chinese government!s point of view, the only real casualty of Tianamen
Square was the Tourist Trade - after all, who wants to pose in front of a monumental
plaza which ran with the blood of unarmed students fighting for democracy? From the
early 1990s onwards, there has been a stepping up of Chinese control over Tibet why? Because now that Tianamen Square has been tarnished with blood, Tibet is the
next best tourist attraction in the region - and tourist dollars are really what fuels the
invasion and occupation of Tibet - that, and, the cheap slave-labour provided by semienslaved tibetans who are forced to work for nothing in political prisoner camps.
It is no exaggeration to say that the Communist Chinese government have flooded the
world's markets with products manufactured in Gulags - hard labour camps - which
make - amongst other things - nylon USA flags for worldwide export. Many of the flags
placed in porches after 9-11, were MADE IN CHINA...

Right now, the Media are brainwashing every viewer into believing that there is a
“global recession”. Nonsense. The recession is real - but it is far from global. Nearly
every single product we purchase in any shop we choose is today manufactured in
China. It is impossible to imagine a recession in a country which has an enormous
unpaid prisoner workforce anyway.
The loss of the White Dolphin of Tibet is no ordinary story in the rampage of species
assassination which has gone into overdrive since the end of the second world war.

So, how exactly, did the Chinese government destroy the entire population of White
Dolphins? From the half dozen specimens captured by the Chinese government in
2006, the males and females were kept apart. The last specimen captured lived for just
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So, how exactly, did the Chinese government destroy the entire population of White
Dolphins? From the half dozen specimens captured by the Chinese government in
2006, the males and females were kept apart. The last specimen captured lived for just
17 days. I have found no evidence to suggest that a breeding programme was
attempted. Rather, my research suggests that these creatures were famously difficult
to locate and capture - and that by keeping the males and females separated in
captivity, the Communist Chinese Government would effectively prevent this magical,
spiritual, awe inspiring symbol of Tibetan culture from multiplying. The added danger of
radio active waste being placed in what was once a pristine eco system powered by
thin air photosynthesis and melted snow rivers was the last occultically inspired nail
hammered into the coffin of the white dolphin of Tibet.
I joined the British Green Party twelve years ago and immediately contacted some of
the senior managers. I told them immediately about the cabal of evil in the USA and
the murderous atrocities being perpetrated in Tibet. I told them that the white dolphin
was being disturbed in its fragile habitat by the dumping of radio active material. It all
fell on deaf ears.
Ten years ago, I became a member of the EIA Environmental Investigation Agency.
I soon realised that my letter explaining the continuing regime of slaughter and
genocide in Tibet and the plight of the white fresh water dolphin had not had any effect
whatsoever on EIA policy.
I then offered to donate sixty thousand pound's worth of professional broadcast video
equipment to GREENPEACE. This offer did not go any further after just one phone call
where someone in the Greenpeace London offices mentioned the lack of space perhaps stopping my donation from ever being fully utilised.
And so, we come to the birth of THE ENIGMA CHANNEL. The global TV channel I
formed with friends in 1997 to broadcast documentaries about subjects which the
mainstream media refuse to cover in any serious detail. In THE ILLUMINATI Volume
One and also in the sequel, THE ANTICHRIST CONSPIRACY, I show the evidence
and eye witness testimonies which prove that the Communist Chinese government
have consistently managed a campaign of genocide against the flora, fauna and
peoples of Tibet.
If only the British Green Party, EIA, Greenpeace and Richard Dawkins had seen my
films - then they would have learned some of the occult nuances and terrifying ordeals
which the people and animals of Tibet are enduring in silence.
This is Reason. Reason for Revolution.
© Christopher Everard 2009 - http://www.ChristopherEverard.com
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